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Abstract
In this paper, we analyze the recessionary effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on digital platform workers. The crisis has been described as a great work-from-home experiment, with platform ecosystems positing as its most advanced form. Our analysis differentiates the direct (health) and indirect (economic) risks incurred by workers, to critically assess the portrayal of platforms as buffers against crisis-induced layoffs. We submit that platform-mediated labor may eventually increase precarity, without necessarily reducing health risks for workers. Our argument is based on a comparison of the three main categories of platform work – “on-demand labor” (gigs such as delivery and transportation), “online labor” (tasks performed remotely, such as data annotation) and “social networking labor” (content generation and moderation). We discuss the strategies that platforms deploy to transfer risk from clients onto workers, thus deepening existing power imbalances between them. These results question the problematic equivalence between work-from-home and platform labor. Instead of attaining the advantages of the former in terms of direct and indirect risk mitigation, an increasing number of platformized jobs drift toward high economic and insuppressible health risks.

Keywords
Introduction

The unprecedented magnitude of the COVID-19 pandemic has adversely impacted the lives and livelihoods of billions of people. According to some estimates, 6 out of 10 persons around the world have been in some form of lockdown (Ménard at al. 2021). Labor markets have been particularly affected, as 93% of the world’s workers reside in countries which have put in place workplace closure measures. The International Labor Organization estimates working-hour losses equivalent to 255 million full-time jobs throughout 2020, compared to the last quarter of 2019, four times greater than during the global financial crisis in 2009 (ILOSTAT, 2021).

Both in private and public sectors, firms have put in place adjustments to mitigate the adverse effects of the pandemic, adopting digital solutions to rapidly reconfigure their work processes. Apart from pressure towards “forced automation” (Autor & Reynolds, 2020), whose long-term effects are difficult to estimate, in the short run technology has mainly been instrumental in accelerating adoption of remote work. The health crisis has been characterized as a great work-from-home experiment (Berg, Humblet, & Soares, 2021). This phenomenon is wider than telework, which prior to COVID-19 was accessible to employees under specific contractual arrangements.

Although increasingly popular, telework is far from constituting a new standard for labor. The occupations that can be performed at home do not cover the totality of available jobs. Even in higher-income economies, only one-third of existing jobs can be performed entirely at home, with dramatic variations across cities and industries. In lower-income countries the estimate drops to levels as low as 10%, due to economic, occupational, and infrastructural constraints (Dingel & Neiman, 2020). Indeed even when telework is possible in principle, not all workers have suitable equipment (computer, broadband, printer, headphones etc.), and a dedicated workspace at home.

If the pandemic has not generalized pre-existing forms of telework, it has created unprecedented room for another type of technology-mediated contingent work, centered on digital platforms. The effects of COVID-19 on labor cannot be fully grasped without considering that the pandemic has taken place during the age of “platform capitalism” (Srnicek, 2016). Leveraging digital systems that algorithmically match supply and demand, platforms have crowded out traditional intermediaries in many markets both local and global, challenging established modes of production, exchange, and consumption. They have disrupted labor markets, offering non-standard earning opportunities not only to tech-savvy software engineers, but to a wide array of workers in sectors as diverse as delivery and transportation, data entry and content moderation.

Digital platform labor has been characterized as a generalization of job insecurity, stepping back on workers’ rights and social protection (De Stefano, 2016). In this sense, the portion of it that can be performed remotely constitutes a significant departure from stable and formally recognized work from home. Nevertheless, platforms offer an easy access to earning opportunities for workers ousted from their previous occupations, especially in times of crisis. The economic downturn of the late 2000s “was an important spur to early platform participation” (Schor, 2020, p. 101). In 2020-21, financial need combined with the drive toward, but limited accessibility of, telework, have brought platforms to the fore. Considering the specific hazards created by COVID-19 for workers’ health and safety, we thus ask first whether platform-based work opportunities may compensate to some extent for the loss of permanent jobs, and second, how platform labor compares to non-platform jobs when it comes to pandemic-induced risks. Answers to these questions have implications for debates around the future of work and platform capitalism alike.

To address these questions, we combine theories of the risk society and an economic-sociological approach to platforms, seen as coordination devices that leverage data-intensive processes to intermediate labor. Risk sociology interprets COVID-19 as a clear illustration of the interplay of large-scale threats and major advances in science and technology. Risks and opportunities do not affect populations uniformly but follow social and digital divides, whereby the better-resourced have more ability to control their exposure and minimize adverse consequences.
Combining this approach with the literature on platforms indicates that digitization is not always a protective factor, and that resorting to technology-mediated work to reduce human contacts and to lower contagion risks may deepen existing inequalities. Digitization of work organization through platforms involves individualization and precarization of the labor relationship. It fragments jobs into sets of standardized and “datafied” tasks that feed into the productive processes that shape contemporary developments in automation and artificial intelligence (Casilli & Posada, 2019).

In what follows, we discuss how platforms have largely managed to shift pandemic-related risks on their workers whilst prioritizing their own interests. We distinguish between direct health risks and indirect economic risks, and compare the three main categories of platform work – “on-demand labor” (gigs such as delivery and transportation), “online labor” (tasks performed remotely such as data annotation) and “social networking labor” (content generation and moderation). Risk management emerges as a key tool through which platforms control labor and tip the power balance toward capital. At the time of writing this article, the amount of available data is limited, and measures of the economic impact of the pandemic on labor markets are partial at best. Our contribution leverages published sources, both academic and non-academic, to launch a theoretically-informed debate on these issues. As far as the growing global population of platform workers comes out on the losing end of this risk-allocation process, then the potential role of platforms as buffers against COVID-19 induced recession is largely illusory.

How inequalities affect direct and indirect risks in the pandemic

The coronavirus pandemic is the most recent example of the place of risk in contemporary societies. Risk is partly a by-product of their development (Beck, 1992) in that today’s intense flow of goods and people around the globe has contributed to the rapid spread of the virus. Paradoxically, increased production of risk through manipulation of nature coexists with lowered tolerance for risk among segments of the population, who demand that risk be “managed” even when it is technically difficult to do so. Theories of the risk society initially disregarded the potential effects of axes of social differentiation such as gender, class and ethnicity, and expected social conflicts to develop around allocation of risks at individual rather than group level (Beck, 1992, 2009). Subsequent research acknowledges the role of socio-structural factors in shaping exposure to and experience of risks. Overlapping dimensions of inequality are especially noteworthy: “access to medication, sanitation and good food, for example, differentially distributed across gender and age groups in many countries, is a determining factor in the likelihood of becoming infected with tuberculosis” (Olafsson et al., 2014). The causal effect is bi-directional as risks may deepen inequalities by intensifying both the social sources of suffering of the least privileged and the power of the most fortunate (Curran, 2016). This happens when, for example, an infection is more likely to strike disadvantaged individuals (because they have limited access to health information, lack social security, or live in polluted areas), thereby widening the gap that separates them from the better-off.

The management of these risks is largely devolved onto the individual (Giddens, 1991). Public and private actors urge individuals to take control of their lives, including their own health, by monitoring threats and opportunities in their environment and adopting recommended behaviors. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, individuals have been constantly reminded of the need to minimize their contacts with potentially infected venues, objects, and people. However, individuals are not equal in their capacity to manage their exposure to risk. Among the best positioned, are those who have been able to smoothly shift to digitally-enabled work from home (Robinson et al., 2020). Besides access to technologies, it is along socio-economic dividing lines that the opportunity to work remotely is distributed. According to the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (2020), the strongest single correlate of working from home during the crisis was the educational level of the employee, with further variation depending on sector of activity. Longitudinal UK data show that employees in higher-paying jobs are more likely to be able to work
from home, and the pandemic-induced surge in homeworking has further increased their average pay (Office for National Statistics, 2020).

Among the people who could not telework, those least able to prevent contacts with potentially contaminated environments are workers whose out-of-home activities are deemed essential and have had to continue throughout the pandemic, despite scarcity of masks and gloves at the beginning, ranging from healthcare professionals and hospital staff to grocers and garbage collectors. With few exceptions, these categories disproportionately include lower-income, less qualified workers. Their case clearly illustrates how digital and social inequalities are rendering certain subgroups significantly more vulnerable to exposure to COVID-19. The digitally resourced who can telework have additional tools to mitigate some of the risks associated with the pandemic; and the digitally resourced who cannot telework (like medical doctors) can at least move part of their consumption and leisure activities online, a possibility that is hardly open to lower-class workers without know-how and equipment (Robinson et al., 2020).

In many countries, uncertainty about the magnitude of the threat, its consequences and its impact on healthcare systems have led the authorities to go beyond delegation of responsibilities to individuals (Giritli Nygren & Olofsson, 2020), to impose radical lockdown or at least restrictions to people’s freedom to move around and meet others. But as often happens in risk management, efforts to counter one risk open the way to other – complementary, competing or substitutable – risks. The most obvious concurrent risks are economic in this case, and have been felt primarily by workers (and companies) that could not easily switch to telework, and were not deemed sufficiently essential to be authorized to continue their activity: for example wedding planners, hairdressers, performance artists, flight attendants and restaurant waiters. These activities simply had to stop for variable durations – from few weeks to few months, often repeatedly over the first year of the pandemic – generating significant income losses for the workers and organizations concerned. These risks sometimes generate non-compliance, risk denial (Peretti-Watel, 2003) and open opposition to the approach of the authorities, as has been seen in anti-lockdown protests in countries like Britain, Germany, and the USA.

In light of risk society theories, two types of risks stand out in the recent pandemic: the (direct, primary) health risk of becoming infected and the (indirect, secondary) economic risk of losing income. The effort of many workers to actively manage these risks, to regain some control over the means and conditions of their productive activity, has brought platform labor to the fore as a potential solution. Figure 1 summarizes our questioning and sets the stage for the main lines of our argument. The vertical axis represents health risk (low in the bottom panel, high in the top one) and the horizontal axis represents economic risk (low to the left, high to the right). The relative positions of non-platform salaried workers represented on these axes have to be interpreted indicatively, mainly for comparison purposes. It appears clearly that salaried telework represents an advantage, protecting from both health and economic risks. Instead, “essential” non-digital occupations expose workers to high health risk but comparatively protect them from economic risk, while non-digital occupations forced to inactivity under lockdown limit health risk but are hard hit by economic risk.

The remainder of this paper aims to complete this diagram by adding the relative positions of platform workers. Are they positioned close to salaried teleworkers? Before addressing this question, though, we must first provide some background on platforms as intermediaries in labor markets, and as sources of labor demand.

---

1 Other concurrent risks, for example in terms of increased domestic violence or mental health issues that may arise as people lose the right to leave their homes, do not concern platform labor and are beyond the scope of this paper.
Digital platforms and new modes of labor organization

In essence, platforms are firms that deploy a digital infrastructure to bring together two or more user groups (Srnicek, 2016), specifically workers and clients in the case of labor platforms. Because the client-worker relationship lasts the time of a single project or task, excluding any long-term commitment, workers are typically construed as self-employed, the platform posing as a mere intermediary. This classification has been repeatedly challenged in courts in different countries (De Stefano, 2016; Prassl, 2018), on the grounds that many of these platforms actively manage and control workers, making them economically dependent (Rosenblat, 2018). Today in the European Union, only about 8% of platform workers have alternative statuses such as temporary agency work and zero-hour contracts (Centre for European Policy Studies, 2021).

Different typologies have been proposed to categorize labor platforms (Codagnone, 2016; Schmidt, 2017; Howcroft & Bergvall-Kåreborn, 2019; Vallas & Schor, 2020). Most of them distinguish between platforms for services that require physical presence in a given place (ride-hailing, delivery) and platforms for online-only services that can be performed remotely (translation, data entry). Another common distinction is between highly-skilled services (computer programming) and low-skilled ones (running errands). We rely on this basic scheme and enrich it through the typology elaborated in Casilli (2019), which in addition to these dimensions, explicitly takes into account the labor demand emerging from social networking sites, in the “digital labor” scholarship tradition (Scholz, 2012). On this basis, we distinguish three main types which we will call, respectively, “on-demand” platforms, “online labor” platforms and “social networking” platforms.
On-demand labor platforms

On-demand, or “gig economy” platforms bring together clients and small-service providers in specific locations. Well-known examples are ride-hailing platforms such as Uber and Lyft that connect two groups of users, passengers and drivers, and delivery platforms like Deliveroo and UberEats that intermediate between as many as three groups of users, that is, diners, restaurants and couriers. Most of the services they offer (driving, delivering) are performed offline and require physical presence in a given place, even if intermediation occurs online. The skills involved are often low-to-medium, though with some variation across platforms and countries.

All gig economy platforms require workers to own their equipment, and in this sense, they all imply a mix of labor and capital. Admittedly, the investment that workers make varies: many can afford a bike to cycle for Deliveroo, while few have properties to rent via Airbnb. Nevertheless, they can all be considered platform workers. Even if Airbnb does not aim to create a parallel labor market, it nudges its hosts into engaging in concrete productive activities in line with the company’s brand image, recommendations and policies (Bruni & Esposito, 2019).

Online labor platforms

Online-only labor platforms perform digital intermediation for services that can be executed remotely from home. Because they are not geographically constrained, they are often international in scope, resulting in a division of labor in which services tend to flow from workers in South- and South-East Asia to clients in North America and Europe (Graham, Hjorth, & Lehdonvirta, 2017). Online laborers are formally independent contractors like gig-economy providers, and are typically paid by piecework. Online labor is not without linkages to telework (Huws, Korte, & Robinson, 1990). In the 1980s, some companies restructured their operations by engaging former employees as subcontractors, sometimes offering them loans to buy their own equipment, so that their self-employment status could not be challenged. This trend gradually facilitated the spread of forms of non-standard employment, now booming through platforms (McCarthy, 2020).

Within this broad category, the literature distinguishes two sub-groups: freelancing platforms like Upwork that connect clients (usually, businesses) and highly qualified professionals such as graphic designers, software developers and writers, and “micro-working” platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk, where clients fragment large data projects into small tasks and allocate them to masses of anonymous providers. Examples of micro-tasks include labeling objects in images, categorizing tweets, recording utterances, and transcribing short audio clips. Difficult to automate but requiring relatively low human skills, these tasks serve the data needs of the digital economy, especially the burgeoning artificial intelligence industry (Tubaro, Casilli, & Coville, 2020). The boundaries between these two groups are fuzzy, as freelancing platforms often offer lower-skilled jobs while micro-tasks are sometimes demanding (Tubaro, 2021), and both groups engage in active professional learning (Margaryan, 2019). A more salient difference (Casilli, et al., 2019) is that workers and clients independently negotiate the specifics of a project and its price on freelancing platforms, while clients are monopsonists that impose their conditions and prices on micro-work platforms (Dube, Jacobs, Naidu, & Suri, 2020).

Social networking platforms and their workers

Social networking platforms such as Facebook and YouTube connect advertisers with users who create and/or consume content such as images, videos and texts. They are not labor intermediaries in themselves, but their very functioning generates a strong demand for both paid and unpaid human workforce. Prosumers, amateurs, fans, volunteers and simple users all participate in generating value
which is captured by these platforms. Whether these largely unpaid activities constitute consumption or “unwaged free labor” has fueled a scientific controversy stretching over two decades (Terranova, 2000; Arvidsson & Colleoni, 2012). With increasing commercialization of web use, though, focus has progressively shifted to remunerated labor on networking platforms, such as that of social media influencers, click-farmers, community managers, and commercial content moderators (Ong & Cabañes, 2018; Gillespie, 2018; Lindquist, 2019). Specifically, the latter are paid to filter out violent, pornographic, illegal, and otherwise disturbing content. They ensure compliance with the law, and with platforms’ policies, which makes their work delicate and difficult to automate (Roberts, 2019).

Some of this work is fragmented into small tasks and distributed to micro-workers via the above-mentioned platforms, and in this respect, it shares the same risks and opportunities as other types of micro-tasks. But moderators may take on extra roles as internet forum admins, online support agents, and curators who select “quality” information from websites. As such, they are embedded in diverse organizations ranging from highly-secretive vendors working for tech giants, to boutique companies which design tailored services for e-commerce or brand websites, and call center-like operations located in emerging or developing countries. Due to the sensitive nature of the content they deal with and the confidentiality agreements they sign, the members of these teams are not typically allowed to work from home. They are sometimes hired by sub-contractors as fixed-term salaried employees, so that they can work at their employer’s premises. In this case, moderators enjoy better job security than gig workers and online laborers, but their main problems are low pay and the mental-health costs of constant exposure to distressing contents.

Importantly, content moderation is hard to automate and continues to require human intervention. Facebook’s effort since the mid-2010s to fight the spread of political propaganda and false news is an example. When, in 2016, it was revealed that the platform’s trending news section was not fully automated, but managed by an external team, the company quickly dismantled it and allegedly replaced it with an artificial intelligence (Nunez, 2016). However, the new system quickly fell prey to abuse and manipulation. Moderation was then reintroduced for fact checking, and again entrusted to external subcontractors relying on human workers (Thielman, 2016).

We now examine how these three types of platforms, and their workers whether formally classified as contractors or employees, have managed COVID-19 related risks. We focus on the precarious and low-income figures of workers just presented because they are typical products of the platform organizational model and because their particularly weak position calls for scholarly and policy attention. We exclude the stable salaried workers who are directly employed by the companies that manage platforms, ranging from engineers, computer programmers and data scientists, to sales and marketing officers.

How on-demand platforms have managed to transfer risk on workers

On-demand platforms that arrange for offline gigs through online tools have been openly and repeatedly criticized for evading responsibilities toward workers in the interest of corporate advantage. In part, they have done so through a geographical strategy, managing their local market penetration from their global position so as to make national employment laws difficult to apply (Graham, 2020). They could not be immune to the effects of COVID-19, and the lockdown and distancing measures imposed to counter it, precisely because the gigs they offer happen in physical space. We argue that two sub-categories of on-demand platform labor can be distinguished, depending on platforms’ capacity to shift health risk from clients onto workers, in order to maintain sufficiently high levels of demand. Where physical distancing could not be applied, platforms were impacted by lower demand and suffered income losses. Their workers often had to make the difficult decision of continuing activity despite restrictions – thereby facing health risk – or to interrupt them –
exposing themselves to economic risk. Where they managed to reassure clients about physical distancing, instead, platforms thrived, appropriating all the advantages of a sustained market activity. Their workers could continue their gigs and maintain their income, but had to bear the related health risk.

To see this, let us first look at those platform-mediated gigs whose demand has plummeted under lockdown or shelter-in-place measures. In 2020, Uber’s total revenue decreased by 14%, and Airbnb’s by 30%, compared with 2019 (Uber Technologies, 2021; Airbnb, 2021). In May 2020, both companies reduced their workforce by a quarter, corresponding to approximately 6,700 employees at Uber, and 1,800 at Airbnb. This count refers to salaried staff such as engineers and accountants, without considering formally-independent Uber drivers and Airbnb hosts.

These services cannot be offered under COVID-19 health recommendations: a ride requires some degree of physical proximity and a short-term rent involves some traveling, both strictly prohibited under lockdown and still discouraged after restrictions started to be eased. There is evidence that some drivers continued working through the pandemic for fear of economic losses, and thus put both themselves and their clients at risk (Ravenelle, Kowalski, & Janko, 2021). In most cases, however, clients’ demand was so low that drivers (and Airbnb hosts) were forced to inactivity. In this sense, the COVID-19 crisis has amplified and made visible the economic vulnerability of these gig workers, deprived of suitable forms of support against fluctuating customer demand. Even workers who participate in the platform economy by virtue of their personal assets (cars and properties in the two cases discussed here), and could in principle have more control over their interaction with customers, have had to face the consequences of low demand. To face these concurrent risks, Uber implemented a financial assistance policy to support impacted drivers, and Airbnb set up a fund of $250 million to help hosts affected by COVID-19-related cancellations (Uber Technologies, 2021, p. 52; Airbnb, 2021). These policies were not without limitations (Independent Workers’ Union of Great Britain, 2020), and it can be argued that they were merely meant to maintain the two companies’ user base stable: if, for example, hosts left Airbnb as a result of their losses, the platform’s future business would suffer even in a scenario of rebounding travel (Airbnb, 2021). However according to Katta et al. (2020) these policies could be leveraged to promote change in these companies’ approach to labor: in the case of Uber, they could be seen as implicitly acknowledging “significant control over the conditions, health, and even survival of its drivers, making it far more than the proprietor of a digital marketplace” (p. 205). In sum, the cost has been high both for platforms and for their workers.

In other cases, demand for platform-mediated gigs has skyrocketed. As the authorities of many countries imposed the closure of restaurants to counter the spread of COVID-19, delivery services like Deliveroo, Glovo and UberEats became the only way to keep these businesses alive – the “last mile” that connected them to diners forced to shelter at home. If Uber’s Mobility gross bookings declined 44% in 2020 compared with 2019, its Delivery branch grew 110%, driven by stay-at-home order demand related to COVID-19 (Uber Technologies, 2021). From its earlier focus on restaurant meals, the platform expanded its delivery services to groceries, alcohol, and other goods (with some variation across countries). Other platforms such as Deliveroo (2021) also report strong growth as food delivery services have become the oil in the wheel of an economy functioning at lower speed, with limitations to people’s mobility and to gathering opportunities.

One secret to this success has been “contactless” delivery which protects clients from contact with riders, thus lowering infection risks. Platforms such as Deliveroo, Glovo and UberEats have advertised it explicitly, while others have simply adapted their procedures to minimize physical contacts (for example, by waiving clients’ signature at reception of orders). However, the work of riders cannot be
entirely contactless, as they must still circulate in public spaces and touch potentially contaminated surfaces such as doorbells and handles. In other words, platforms have taken out as much health risk as possible from clients and shifted it onto workers, who have been left individually responsible to apply hygiene recommendations and protect themselves. Put differently, platforms have offered their clients a means to externalize the new risks of everyday life onto workers. This was particularly apparent in the early days of the pandemic, when personal protective equipment such as gel, gloves and masks were scarce. Some court decisions prompted a change in this approach, requiring platforms to recognize the health risks to which workers were exposed, and to provide them with protective equipment (Wikilabour.it, 2020). But overall, workers in the on-demand delivery economy have not been able to reap the full benefits of the growing demand for their services.

Oversupply of online labor during the COVID-19 crisis

Online labor platforms where work can be performed remotely, are best positioned to apply distancing measures. Especially international platforms are able to keep health risks down, partly because their workforce is distributed across countries and is therefore less affected by any national restrictions, partly because they routinely operate from the assumption that there will be no physical meetings between clients, platform managers and workers. However, online labor platforms can be affected by the indirect economic risks that have emerged as a result of the measures taken to counter health risks. We can best conceptualize the consequences by referring to the two competing hypotheses proposed by Stephany, Dunn, Sawyer, and Lehdonvirta (2020): a distancing bonus effect, whereby demand for online labor grows as companies switch from on-site staff to remote providers, and a downscaling loss effect, whereby demand diminishes as companies facing declining revenues reduce non-essential costs.

If this distinction summarizes well the two possible outcomes that may be observed, two questions should be asked: first, which process outweighs the other? Second, how are benefits and costs distributed between clients, workers and platform owners/managers? In what follows, we argue that the online labor platforms that have best coped with downscaling loss risks are those that have managed to shift most of these risks onto their workers, letting their numbers soar to be able to contend with a more variable customer demand, while keeping labor costs low.

Let us start the discussion by looking at the high end of this market, where the services of highly qualified freelancers are traded. Based on transaction data from a sample of top international platforms, Stephany et al. (2020) show that downscaling loss was prevalent during the first phases of the pandemic, but was followed by a rebound since April 2020. This positive effect greatly benefited platforms such as Upwork, whose total returns had been on a downward trend for months, but bounced back very quickly and brought the company in line with industry averages by the end of the year (Upwork, 2021, p. 116).

According to Stephany et al. (2020), the observed distancing bonus has been driven by demand for IT and software services, due to the rapid push towards videoconferencing and other remote operations, while downscaling loss has continued for other areas of online labor. Other data confirm these findings: the freelancing platform Malt surveyed its professionals in France, Germany and Spain, showing that the majority of them suffered from assignment cancellations due to the pandemic, but tech specialists were among those least affected (Malt-Boston Consulting Group, 2021). There have been initiatives to alleviate the economic hardship of adversely impacted freelancers, such as a Freelancers’ Union Fund to which Upwork also contributed. Whilst welcomed by many freelancers, these moves served to maintain a sufficiently high market volume as clients’ demand was at its lowest, so as to keep platforms afloat.
The possible scenarios are the same at the lower-skilled end of online labor, namely micro-work. If clients hold back their digital spending or cancel orders, then downsizing loss will prevail; if they invest in technology to limit human contacts in the post-COVID pandemic workplace, then distancing bonus effects will dominate. The data available at the time of writing this paper are limited and depend on platforms’ communication policies, but they give preliminary support to the latter scenario. Appen, an Australia-based global market leader, reports overall growth in 2020 driven by acceleration in online advertising and e-commerce, despite COVID-related disruptions affecting some of its customers. Its micro-workers can be seen as the “last mile” (Gray & Suri, 2017) of the digital services that supported our economies during lockdown by doing tasks that consisted, among other things, in checking the relevance of search engine results after a given query. While their contribution is little visible, partly because it does not accommodate the narrative of technological progress that digital industries proudly promote (Tubaro & Casilli, 2019), platforms have invested to leverage this potential in 2020. For example, Crowd Guru explicitly targeted businesses that sought to speed up their digitalization process to manage their forced, pandemic-induced switch to telework (Schaarschmidt, 2020).

Micro-workers can also be seen as the last mile of artificial intelligence research on COVID-19. Throughout 2020, major investments have been made in “smart” technologies to support better understanding of the virus and its effects on the human body, to monitor recovering patients and to improve early-warning tools (see for example Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2020). To be effective, these tools have to “learn” from high-quality datasets, such as thoracic scans with manual annotations that indicate relevant parts such as the lungs and heart. Some micro-working platforms and start-ups have sought to leverage this human potential. For example California’s General Blockchain, previously a producer of image data for computer vision algorithms in the retail and fashion industries, launched a new service relying on human micro-workers to annotate medical images for COVID-19 diagnosis. Scale AI, which also specializes in visual data, offered free data annotation services (also performed by micro-workers) to researchers studying the virus (Scale AI, 2020).

If most of these platforms have ensured continuity of service, they have done so to the benefit of capital rather than labor. The reason is excess supply, as unemployment in workers’ local area pushes them toward these platforms, at least in the short run (Borchert et al., 2018). Appen notices “a record number of new contractor applications”, which “has further added to the diversity of our crowd, and to the depth and breadth of our contractor skill base” (Appen, 2021, p. 22). The German Clickworker proudly announced reaching 2 million registered workers in April 2020, while most of Europe was under lockdown, growing further to attain 2.8 million in the first semester of 2021 (Clickworker, 2021). Stephany et al. (2020, p. 568) report an excess supply even of the highly demanded IT and software freelancers, at least in the USA, because the number of registered profiles with these competencies has increased more spectacularly than demand for their services.

Oversupply of online labor power keeps low the price of labor, and nullifies workers’ capacity to negotiate, let alone organize. It is not exclusively a product of the pandemic, and it is mainly situated in lower-income countries (Graham & Anwar, 2019). But COVID-19 unveils its previously unrecognized role as a risk-management strategy. A large supply of labor is an asset for platforms, as it ensures that even unpredictable peaks of demand can be met: for example Appen (2020) explicitly included an increase in the number of available workers among the factors supporting its performance. Through open registrations, platforms shave off economic risk at least in part, whilst leaving it to individual workers to manage this risk for themselves, for example through constant watch to secure access to tasks as soon as they are published.

2 General Blockchain owns two services, the micro-tasking app Microwork.io which specializes in raw data generation, and ImageAnnotation.ai which relies on paid humans to enrich datasets for the AI industry. Details on the COVID-19 program are at https://www.imageannotation.ai/COVID-19, accessed 3 July 2021.
In this sense, COVID-19 magnifies the uncertainties associated with online labor, and showcases the vulnerabilities to which workers are exposed by the very fact of depending on one-off platform-intermediated contracts instead of stable jobs. If digitization can be a protective factor against contagion risks channeled by physical encounters (Robinson et al., 2020) – and the teleworking-by-design of online platform labor provides an advantage compared to other earning activities in this respect – it is ironically also one of the factors that have enabled platformization and with it, precarization of labor and volatility of income. There is always a high degree of economic risk associated to online platform labor, and the pandemic exposes it clearly to view.

The double standards regarding social media workers

Among the wide array of social media workers, commercial content moderators constitute a compelling case to study the global effects of COVID-19. As mentioned above, they do not normally work from home and their activity is difficult to automate. At the beginning of the pandemic, Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg admitted the adverse effects of the absence of human moderation (Nover, 2020). Between March and April 2020, some of the countries where moderators operate including Ireland, Spain and parts of the Philippines, imposed restrictive lockdown measures. Other platforms faced similar issues (Roberts, 2020). YouTube posted the following message at the beginning of the crisis: "IMPORTANT: because of COVID-19, we will be conducting less human moderation to protect the health of our workforce". Twitter acknowledged that, with human moderation limited by the pandemic, “automatic systems lack context and perspective” and are therefore bound to misclassify content (Gadde & Deralla, 2020). Despite a decentralized moderation infrastructure meant to soften the effects of unexpected events, the temporary closure of major moderation centers heavily disrupted moderators’ activity.

At the peak of the crisis, social networking companies were quick to authorize the majority of their staff to work from home, but much less willing to extend this permission to content moderators as “some of this work must be done from the office for safety, privacy and legal reasons” (Biddle, 2020). After the first month of lockdown, in several countries, Facebook “prioritized” moderators for a swift return to the office (Hatmaker, 2020). It can be argued that the home-based digital infrastructure cannot entirely “substitute” for the commercial digital infrastructure.

Within the frame of our analysis, moderators are particularly interesting because their activities are entirely digitized (and as such can be likened to online labor), yet less amenable to work-from-home. Thus moderation involves some degree of physical proximity (as in on-demand labor), with disproportionate exposure to health risk. Notice that those moderators who are salaried employees did not necessarily lose their jobs even when they were forced to inactivity: in this sense, even if little paid, they are better protected against economic risks than platform workers. The economic risk is nevertheless offset by the higher health risk. The re-opening plans of social media companies impose a double standard in the way they treat moderators (incentivized by their employers to return to office) in comparison to other workers (many of whom have been able to work from home for much longer). In an effort to minimize human contacts and the risk of further waves of contagion, content moderators could not leverage their high level of digitization to substitute for perilous in-person activities.

Overall, if commercial content moderators differ from Deliveroo couriers and Appen micro-workers under many respects, they share with them the burden of risk, which their employers leave them alone to manage. It is in their case primarily the health risk associated with human contacts in their office and the commuting necessary to reach that office. This adds to the psycho-social risks they routinely face by being exposed full-time to disturbing contents – ironically, to the purpose of protecting social media users from the risk of inadvertently bumping into problematic images or text. Only recently (and unrelated to the COVID-19 crisis) has Facebook recognized that this job can cause
health issues, and agreed in a landmark settlement to pay compensation to diagnosed moderators, in addition to adjusting their working conditions to reduce impact (Newton, 2020).

Discussion and conclusions

Figure 2 is a development of Figure 1 and summarizes our main results. As already mentioned, relative positions have to be interpreted indicatively, mainly for comparison purposes. Delivery couriers who take the risk of moving around town are in the top panel because they face high health risk, and they tend to be placed to the right because their economic risk is limited but not inexistent, as they face high volatility of demand. The on-demand workers that had to interrupt their activity under lockdown or stay-at-home rules, like Uber drivers, are those that face the highest economic risk, and are therefore placed to the right of the plot. Lockdown protects them from health risks, but they have an incentive not to comply: if income losses are too heavy, and support from either the government or the platform is insufficient, they may be tempted to offer their services anyway, thereby facing an increased health risk. Online laborers are largely in the bottom-right corner because they face virtually no health risk, but high economic risk. They are all in over-supply but micro-workers and especially IT freelancers are slightly more protected (tending toward the left) because demand for their services has not plummeted. One specific form of online labor, micro-work, partly overlaps with social networking labor, as some micro-workers act as content moderators. Nevertheless, commercial content moderation cannot be reduced to remote micro-tasks. In most cases this activity requires working out-of-home, which raises the health risk without necessarily mitigating the economic one. For this reason, they are mostly situated in the top-right panel.

Figure 2: Mapping of different types of platform workers to the type of risk incurred. The horizontal axis represents economic risk (left = low, right = high), the vertical axis represents health risk (bottom = low, top = high). Platform workers are represented in black, other workers are represented in gray. The position of each group on the diagram is indicative. Source: authors’ elaboration.
Although these stylized categories of platform workers may occupy multiple positions or move across them, the economic recession triggered by the health crisis makes it more difficult to move from a platform “gig” to formal employment. Yet the opposite movement is not unlikely. Salaried teleworkers who lost their jobs as a result of the pandemic (as several thousand Uber and Airbnb employees, laid off in May 2020) may register on a platform as freelancers and move from the bottom-left to the bottom-right quadrant. Some workers temporarily forced to idleness (such as restaurant waiters) have also started using platforms, and in some cases, they may move from the bottom-right to the top-right quadrant. While these transitions can take manifold shapes and are hard to predict, it is clear that as long as they involve participation in some form of platform labor, they will never move workers toward the bottom left corner.

An important point that emerges from our analysis is that the safe haven of a job with low health and low economic risks is not a stable equilibrium state towards which platform work converges. Despite common discourses about the increasing pervasiveness of telework, the latter does not exist in an occupational vacuum. On the contrary, in pandemic times, teleworkers compete against platform workers, and new risks of job instability arise. Some teleworkers may become unemployed or have their job outsourced to a platformized workforce, although no clear evidence is available at the time of writing this paper.

In general, most movements will be from left to right (high economic risk), while some will go from bottom to top (high health risk). This is due to the very nature of platforms and the strategies they have put in place to organize labor. Indeed, the COVID-19 pandemic has brought to light how digital platforms apply a management style that revolves around transferring the burden of risk to their own workforce. Casilli & Posada (2019) stress four dimensions along which platforms manage economic coordination in ways that distinguish them from both markets and firms: reliance on data to create value, extraction of these data from multitudes of users in the form of labor, taskification of users’ behaviors, and active contribution to the development of automation and artificial intelligence. We can now add a fifth dimension: risk management, undertaken in ways that place as much of the burden as possible onto individual workers as well as on public welfare institutions. Compared to traditional risk management techniques, such as purchasing insurance, in which risk was transferred to a third party, this amounts to shift the risk internally, among the constituencies of each platform’s ecosystem.

Understanding platforms’ approach to risk and its linkages with labor organization is an important step toward a more comprehensive description of these new economic actors and the way in which they shape contemporary capitalism. These results have a bearing on policy, as they suggest that further platformization is not necessarily a suitable response to the coronavirus-induced crisis, in that it may increase (especially economic) risk for growing parts of the global workforce, at least in the short run. Rather, it is necessary to take steps to mitigate the drawbacks of job insecurity and lack of social protection for the workers concerned, in long-term perspective. Starting points should be the reflection on fairer working conditions on platforms (Graham & Woodcock, 2018), the increasingly numerous regulations (such as California’s AB 5 of 2019) and rulings that require reclassification of on-demand platform workers as employees, and efforts to devise alternative models of platformization (Scholz & Schneider, 2016).
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